Disclosed is a bidirectional authorization system, including a first service provision subsystem configured to acquire a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of a second service provision subsystem, respectively, send the second and the first temporary credential to the user terminal and the second service provision subsystem, respectively, send the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token and acquire the second service resources; a second service provision subsystem configured to modify the first temporary credential and send it to the user terminal, send the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquire the first service resources; and a user terminal configured to authorize the received second and first temporary credentials, respectively, and return the second and first authorization credentials to the first and second service provision subsystems, respectively. A bidirectional authorization client and a method are also disclosed. The present disclosure can be used to enable clients on both sides to simultaneously access resources of the opposite side.
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The first service provision subsystem acquires a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem, sends the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtains a second authorization credential, sends the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquires the resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token, and sends the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of the identifier.

The second service provision subsystem sends the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtains a first authorization credential, sends the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquires the resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token.
A system for bidirectional authorization is provided, which includes a first service provision subsystem, a second service provision subsystem and a user terminal, wherein the first service provision subsystem is configured to acquire a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive a second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquire resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token and send the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem;

the second service provision subsystem is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem, modify an identifier in the first temporary credential, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive a first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquire resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token; and

the user terminal is configured to respectively receive the second temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem and the first temporary credential from the second service provision subsystem, respectively authorize the second and first temporary credentials, and send the second and first authorization credentials to the first and second service provision subsystems, respectively.

In the above solution, the first service provision subsystem may include a first client, a first OAuth server and a first resources server, wherein the first client is configured to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server and the second service provision subsystem, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned respectively by the first OAuth server and the second service provision subsystem, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization; receive the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, send the second access token to the second service provision subsystem for authentication, access the resources provided by the second service provision subsystem after successful authentication by the second service provision subsystem, and send the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of a client identifier.

the first OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting temporary credential from the first client, return the first temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the first authorization credential from the second service provision subsystem, return the first access token to the second service provision subsystem and send the first access token to the first resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication; and

the first resources server is configured to receive the first access token from the second service provision subsystem, authenticate the first access token sent by the second service provision subsystem according to the first access token sent by the first OAuth server, and provide first service resources to the second service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication.
In the above solution, the second service provision subsystem may include a second client, a second OAuth server and a second resource server; wherein

the second client is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem and modify the identifier of the first client in the first temporary credential to be an identifier of the second client, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the OAuth server to exchange for a first access token, send the first access token to the first resource server for authentication, and access the resources provided by the first service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the first service provision subsystem;

the second OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting a temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem, return the second temporary credential to the first service provision subsystem according to the command, receive the second authorization credential from the first service provision subsystem, return the second access token to the first service provision subsystem and send the second access token to the second resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication; and

The second resources server is configured to receive the second access token from the first service provision subsystem, authenticate the second access token sent by the first service provision subsystem according to the second access token sent by the second OAuth server, and provide second service resources to the first service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication.

In the above solution, the second service provision subsystem may include a second client, a second OAuth server and a second resource server;

the first client is configured to send the commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server and the second OAuth server, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned by the first OAuth server and the second OAuth server, respectively, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization; receive the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second OAuth server to exchange for the second access token, send the second access token to the second resources server for authentication, and access the resources provided by the second resources server after successful authentication by the second resources server. The first client is further configured to send the first temporary credential to the second client;

the first OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting a temporary credential from the first client, return the first temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the first authorization credential from the second client, return the first access token to the second client and send the first access token to the first resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication;

the first resources server is configured to receive the first access token from the second client, authenticate the first access token sent by the second client according to the first access token sent by the first OAuth server, and provide the first service resources to the second client for access after successful authentication.

the second client is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first OAuth server and modify the identifier of the first client in the first temporary credential to be the identifier of the second client, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the first OAuth server to exchange for a first access token, send the first access token to the first resource server for authentication, and access the resources provided by the first resource server after the successful authentication by the first resource server;

the second OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting temporary credential from the first client, return the second temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the second authorization credential from the first client, return the second access token to the first client and send the second access token to the second resources server as a basis of the authentication; and

the second resources server is configured to receive the second access token from the first client, authenticate the second access token sent by the first client according to the second access token sent by the second OAuth server, and provide second service resources to the first client for access after successful authentication.

In the above solution, the command for requesting a temporary credential is carried by a temporary credential request packet defined by an OAuth protocol.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a client is provided in a service provision subsystem. The service provision subsystem further includes an OAuth server and a resources server. The client includes a temporary credential acquisition module, an access token acquisition module and a resources acquisition module, wherein the temporary credential acquisition module is configured to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at a local side and an OAuth server of a service provision subsystem at the other side, respectively, receive the temporary credential returned by the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the local side and the temporary credential returned by the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side, respectively, and send the first temporary credential to a client of the service provision subsystem at the other side;

the access token acquisition module is configured to send the second temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization, receive a second authorization credential returned by the user terminal and send the second authorization credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side to exchange for a second access token; and

the resources acquisition module is configured to send the second access token to a resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side for authentication, access resources provided by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side after successful authentication by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a client is provided in a service provision subsystem. The service provision subsystem further includes an OAuth server and a resources server. The client includes a temporary credential acquisition module, an access token acquisition module and a resources acquisition module, wherein the temporary credential acquisition module is configured to receive a first temporary credential from an OAuth server of a service provision subsystem at the other side, and modify a client identifier of the service provision subsystem
at the other side in the first temporary credential to be a client identifier of the service provision subsystem at a local side;

the access token acquisition module is configured to send the modified first temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization, receive a first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, and send the first authorization credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side to exchange for a first access token; and

The resources acquisition module is configured to send the first access token to a resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side for authentication, and access resources provided by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side after successful authenticating by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for bidirectional authorization is provided, which includes:

a first service provision subsystem acquires a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of a second service provision subsystem, sends the second temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization and obtains a second authorization credential, sends the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquires resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token, and sends the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of the identifier; and

the second service provision subsystem sends the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtains a first authorization credential, sends the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquires resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token.

In the above solution, acquiring, by the first service provision subsystem, the first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and the second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem may specifically include:

sending, by a first client of the first service provision subsystem, commands for requesting a temporary credential to a first OAuth server of the first service provision subsystem and a second OAuth server of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, and receiving the first and second temporary credentials respectively returned by the first and second OAuth servers.

In the above solution, the authorization for the first temporary credential may include inputting a user name and a password of the first service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the first service provision subsystem; and

the authorization for the second temporary credential may include inputting a user name and a password of the second service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the second service provision subsystem.

Based on the system, the clients and the method for bidirectional authorization according to the embodiments of the present disclosure, the first service provision subsystem acquires its own first temporary credential and the second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, sends the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, sends the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for the second access token, acquires the resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token and sends the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of the identifier. The second service provision subsystem sends the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, sends the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for the first access token, and acquires resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token. As such, the second service provision subsystem can also access the resources in the first service provision subsystem while the first service provision subsystem is accessing the resources in the second service provision subsystem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a first schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a second schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a client in the system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating the implementation of a method for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The embodiments of the present disclosure will be set forth in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings hereafter so as to further understand the features and technical contents of the present disclosure, and thus, the accompanying drawings are only used for explanation rather than limitation of the present disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a first schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the system includes a first service provision subsystem 11, a second service provision subsystem 12 and a user terminal 13.

The first service provision subsystem 11 is configured to acquire a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem 11 and a second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem 12, respectively, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal 13 for authorization, receive a second authorization credential returned by the user terminal 13, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem 12 to exchange for a second access token, acquire resources in the second service provision subsystem 12 according to the second access token and send the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem 12.

The second service provision subsystem 12 is configured to receive the first temporary credential sent from the first service provision subsystem 11, modify an identifier in the first temporary credential, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal 13 for authorization, receive a first authorization credential returned by the user terminal 13, send the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem 11 to exchange for a first access token,
and acquire resources in the first service provision subsystem 11 according to the first access token.

The user terminal 13 is configured to respectively receive the second temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem 11 and the first temporary credential from the second service provision subsystem 12, respectively authorize the second and first temporary credentials, and send the second and first authorization credentials to the first and second service provision subsystems 11 and 12, respectively.

In practice, the first service provision subsystem 11 and the second service provision subsystem 12 in the system for bidirectional authorization may be implemented by servers providing a function of service. The user terminal 13 may be implemented as any type of terminals, such as a phone, a computer, and the like.

FIG. 2 is a second schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the first service provision subsystem includes a first client 111, a first OAuth server 112, and a first resources server 113. The second service provision subsystem includes a second client 121, a second OAuth server 122, and a second resources server 123.

The first client 111 is configured to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server 112 and the second service provision subsystem, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned respectively by the first OAuth server 112 and the second service provision subsystem, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal 13 for authorization; receive the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal 13, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, send the second access token to the second service provision subsystem for authentication, and accessing the resources provided by the second resources server 123 of the second service provision subsystem for authentication, and accessing the resources provided by the second resources server 123 of the second service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the second resources server 123 of the second service provision subsystem.

The first OAuth server 112 is configured to receive the command for requesting a temporary credential from the first client 111, return the first temporary credential to the first client 111 according to the command, receive the first authorization credential from the second service provision subsystem, return the first access token to the second service provision subsystem and send the first access token to the first resources server 113 as a basis of the authentication.

Herein, the second service provision subsystem specifically refers to the second client 121 of the second service provision subsystem.

The first resources server 113 is configured to receive the first access token from the second service provision subsystem, authenticate the first access token sent by the second service provision subsystem according to the first access token sent by the first OAuth server 112, and provide first service resources to the second service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication.

Herein, the second service provision subsystem specifically refers to the second client 121 of the second service provision subsystem.

Herein, the authenticating may include comparing the two access tokens, and determining the authentication is successful if they are the same; otherwise, if the two access tokens are different, then determining that the authenticating unsuccessful.

In the above solution, the commands for requesting a temporary credential are carried by temporary credential request packets defined by an OAuth protocol and the packets carry identifiers of the clients. Preferably, since the commands for requesting a temporary credential are sent by the first service provision subsystem, the commands for requesting a temporary credential carry the identifier of the first client.

In the above solution, the first and second temporary credentials are transmitted via the response packets defined by the OAuth protocol and the packets carry the identifier of the first client. Thus, when the first temporary credential is sent to the second client 121, the identifier of the first client carried by the first temporary credential is modified as the identifier of the second client.

In the above solution, the temporary credentials are requested and received in a manner of HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) and are kept safe by a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or similar secure means.

In the above solution, authorization for the second temporary credential may specifically include inputting the user name and password of the second service provision subsystem; and authorization for the first temporary credential may specifically include inputting the user name and password of the first service provision subsystem.

The second client 121 is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem and modify the identifier of the first client in the first temporary credential to be the identifier of the second client, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal 13 for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal 13, send the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, send the first
access token to the first service provision subsystem for authentication, and access the resources provided by the first service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the first service provision subsystem. Herein, receiving the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem may specifically include receiving first temporary credential from the first client 111 of the first service provision subsystem. Herein, sending the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for the first access token may specifically include sending the first authorization credential to the first OAuth server 112 of the first service provision subsystem to exchange for the first access token. Herein, sending the first access token to the first service provision subsystem for authentication, and accessing the resources provided by the first service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the first service provision subsystem may specifically include sending the first access token to the first resources server 113 of the first service provision subsystem for authentication, and accessing the resources provided by the first resources server 113 of the first service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the first resources server 113 of the first service provision subsystem. The second OAuth server 122 is configured to receive from the first service provision subsystem the command for requesting a temporary credential, return the second temporary credential to the first service provision subsystem according to the command, receive the second authorization credential from the first service provision subsystem, return the second access token to the first service provision subsystem and send the second access token to the second resources server 123 to serve as a basis of the authentication. Herein, the first service provision subsystem specifically refers to the first client 111 of the first service provision subsystem. The second resources server 123 is configured to receive the second access token from the first service provision subsystem, authenticate the second access token sent by the first service provision subsystem according to the second access token sent by the second OAuth server 122, and provide the second service resources to the first service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication. Herein, the first service provision subsystem specifically refers to the first client 111 of the first service provision subsystem. In the above solution, the first temporary credential is a temporary credential of the first client for the first resources server and the second temporary credential is a temporary credential of the first client for the second resources server. After the client identifier of the first temporary credential is modified, the first temporary credential becomes a temporary credential of the second client for the first resources server. Correspondingly, the first authorization credential is an authorization credential of the second client for the first resources server and the second authorization credential is an authorization credential of the first client for the second resources server. Correspondingly, the first access token is an access token of the second client for the first resources server and the second access token is an access token of the first client for the second resources server. In the above solution, the first service provision subsystem is a service provision subsystem at the initiating side and the second service provision subsystem is a service provision subsystem at the receiving side. In practice, the second service provision subsystem may be also a service provision subsystem at the initiating side and the first service provision subsystem may be also a service provision subsystem at the receiving side. In this case, the second client 121, the second OAuth server 122 and the second resources server 123 included in the second service provision subsystem perform the functions of the first client 111, the first OAuth server 112 and the first resources server 113, respectively. The first client 111, the first OAuth server 112 and the first resources server 113 included in the first service provision subsystem perform the functions of the second client 121, the second OAuth server 122 and the second resources server 123, respectively. In practice, the first client 111 and the first OAuth server 112 of the first service provision subsystem may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the first service provision subsystem. The first resources server 113 may be implemented by a memory in the first service provision subsystem. The second client 121 and the second OAuth server 122 of the second service provision subsystem may be implemented by a CPU, a DSP or a FPGA in the second service provision subsystem. The second resources server 123 may be implemented by a memory in the second service provision subsystem. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the structural configuration of a client in the system for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. This client is provided in a service provision subsystem which includes the client, an OAuth server, and a resources server. The client includes a temporary credential acquisition module 31, an access token acquisition module 32 and a resources acquisition module 33. When the client is a client at the initiating side, the temporary credential acquisition module 31 is configured to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the local side and an OAuth server of a service provision subsystem at the other side, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned by the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the local side and the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side, respectively, and send the first temporary credential to a client of the service provision subsystem at the other side; the access token acquisition module 32 is configured to send the second temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization, receive a second authorization credential returned by the user terminal and send the second authorization credential to the service provision subsystem at the other side to exchange for a second access token; and the resources acquisition module 33 is configured to send the second access token to the service provision subsystem at the other side for authentication, access the resources provided by a resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side after the successful authentication by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side. When the client is a client at the receiving side, the temporary credential acquisition module 31 is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side, and modify the client identifier of the service provision subsystem at the other side in the first temporary credential to be the client identifier of the service provision subsystem at the local side;
the access token acquisition module 32 is configured to send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, and send the first authorization credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the other side to exchange for a first access token; and

the resources acquisition module 33 is configured to send the first access token to the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side for authentication, and access the resources provided by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side after the successful authentication by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the other side.

In practice, the temporary credential acquisition module 31, the access token acquisition module 32 and the resources acquisition module 33 of the client may be implemented by a CPU, DSP or FPGA of the client.

FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating the implementation of a method for bidirectional authorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 4, the method includes the following steps.

Step 401 includes that the first service provision subsystem acquires the first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and the second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem, sends the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtains the second authorization credential, sends the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquires the resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token, and sends the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for identifier modification.

Herein, acquiring, by the first service provision subsystem, the first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and the second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem may specifically include sending, by the first client of the first service provision subsystem, commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server of the first service provision subsystem and the second OAuth server of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, and receiving the first and second temporary credentials returned by the first and second OAuth servers, respectively.

In the above solution, the commands for requesting a temporary credential are implemented by packets defined by the OAuth protocol and the packets carry the identifiers of the clients. Preferably, since the first service provision subsystem sends the commands for requesting a temporary credential, the commands for requesting a temporary credential carry the identifier of the first client, such as, dpf43f3p214k3103.

In the above solution, the first and second temporary credentials are transmitted via response packets defined by the OAuth protocol and the response packets carry the identifier of the first client and the first temporary credential or the identifier of the first client and the second temporary credential, such as, hh5893j4ladip0la.

In the above solution, the temporary credentials are requested and acquired in a manner of HTTP and are kept safe using SSL or similar secure means.

In the above solution, authorization for the second temporary credential may specifically include inputting a user name and a password of the second service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the second service provision subsystem.

In the above solution, acquiring the second service resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token may specifically include sending the second access token to the second service provision subsystem for authentication, and accessing second service resources provided by the second service provision subsystem after the successful authentication by the second service provision subsystem.

Herein, the first temporary credential carries the identifier of the first client. Thus, when the first temporary credential is sent to the second client, the identifier of the first client carried by the first temporary credential is needed to be modified to be the identifier of the second client.

Step 402 includes that the second service provision subsystem sends the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtains first authorization credential, sends the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquires the resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token.

In the above solution, authorization for the first temporary credential may specifically include inputting a user name and a password of the first service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the first service provision subsystem.

In the above solution, the first service provision subsystem is a service provision subsystem at the initiating side and the second service provision subsystem is a service provision subsystem at the receiving side. In practice, the second service provision subsystem may be a service provision subsystem at the initiating side and the first service provision subsystem may be a service provision subsystem at the receiving side. In this case, the second service provision subsystem performs Step 401 and the first service provision subsystem performs Step 402.

The method for bidirectional authorization provided by the present disclosure will be further described in detail below with reference to a specific example.

It is assumed that a video website and a microblog website are the service provision subsystems in the embodiments of the present disclosure, respectively. A user terminal registers a user name and a password on the video website and registers another user name and password on the microblog website. Both video website and microblog website have respective clients, OAuth servers and resources servers. The resources server at the video website side is configured to store video resources of the user terminal. The resources server at the microblog website side is configured to store microblog resources of the user terminal.

When the user terminal is intended to share its resources on the video website to the microblog website and share its resources on the microblog website to the video website, the client of the microblog website needs to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the OAuth server of the microblog website and the OAuth server of the video website, respectively. The OAuth server of the microblog website returns a first temporary credential to the client of the microblog website. The OAuth server of the video website returns a second temporary credential to the client of the microblog website. The client of the microblog website sends the second temporary credential to the user terminal and prompts the user terminal to enter a user name and a password. After the user terminal enters the user name and password registered on the video website, the user terminal
returns the second authorization credential to the client of the microblog website. The client of the microblog website sends the second authorization credential to the OAuth server of the video website to exchange for a second access token. As such, the client of the microblog website can share the resources on the video website via the second access token. At the same time, the client of the microblog website sends the first temporary credential to the client of the video website. The client of the video website modifies the first temporary credential and then sends it to the user terminal and prompts the user terminal to enter a user name and a password. After the user terminal enters the user name and password registered on the microblog website, the user terminal returns the first authorization credential to the client of the video website. The client of the video website sends the first authorization credential to the OAuth server of the microblog website to exchange for a first access token. As such, the client of the video website can share the resources on the microblog website via the first access token.

In conclusion, by the method for bidirectional authorization according to the embodiments of the present disclosure, the user terminal can share the resources on the video website to the microblog website and at the same time share the resources on the microblog website to the video website.

The foregoing is only related to the preferable embodiments of the present disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

What is claimed is:
1. A system for bidirectional authorization, comprising a first service provision subsystem, a second service provision subsystem and a user terminal, wherein,
   the first service provision subsystem is configured to acquire a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive a second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquire resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access token and send the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem;
   the second service provision subsystem is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem, modify an identifier in the first temporary credential, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive a first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquire resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token; and
   the user terminal is configured to respectively receive the second temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem and the first temporary credential from the second service provision subsystem, respectively authorize the second and first temporary credentials, and send the second and first authorization credentials to the first and second service provision subsystems, respectively.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the first service provision subsystem comprises a first client, a first OAuth (OAuth) server and a first resources server; wherein,
   the first client is configured to send commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server and the second service provision subsystem, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned respectively by the first OAuth server and the second service provision subsystem, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization; receive the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, send the second access token to the second service provision subsystem for authentication, access the resources provided by the second service provision subsystem after successful authentication by the second service provision subsystem, and send the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of a client identifier;
   the first OAuth server is configured to receive from the first client the command for requesting a temporary credential, return the first temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the first authorization credential from the second service provision subsystem, return the first access token to the second service provision subsystem and send the first access token to the first resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication; and
   the first resources server is configured to receive the first access token from the second service provision subsystem, authenticate the first access token sent by the second service provision subsystem according to the first access token sent by the first OAuth server, and provide first service resources to the second service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication.
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the second service provision subsystem comprises a second client, a second OAuth server and a second resources server; wherein,
   the second client is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem and modify the identifier of a first client in the first temporary credential to be an identifier of the second client, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for the first access token, send the first access token to the first service provision subsystem for authentication, and access the resources provided by the first service provision subsystem after successful authentication by the first service provision subsystem;
   the second OAuth server is configured to receive a command for requesting a temporary credential from the first service provision subsystem, return the second temporary credential to the first service provision subsystem according to the command, receive the second authorization credential from the first service provision subsystem, return the second access token to the first service provision subsystem and send the second access token to the second resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication; and
   the second resources server is configured to receive the second access token from the first service provision subsystem, authenticate the second access token sent by the first service provision subsystem according to the second access token sent by the second OAuth
server, and provide second service resources to the first service provision subsystem for access after successful authentication.

4. The system of claim 2, wherein the second service provision subsystem comprises a second client, a second OAuth server and a second resources server;

the first client is configured to send the commands for requesting a temporary credential to the first OAuth server and the second OAuth server, respectively, receive the first and second temporary credentials returned by the first OAuth server and the second OAuth server, respectively, send the second temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization; receive the second authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the second authorization credential to the second OAuth server to exchange for the second access token, send the second access token to the second resources server for authentication, and access the resources provided by the second resources server after successful authentication by the second resources server; the first client is further configured to send the first temporary credential to the second client;

the first OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting a temporary credential from the first client, return the first temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the first authorization credential from the second client, return the first access token to the second client and send the first access token to the first resources server to serve as a basis of the authentication;

the first resources server is configured to receive the first access token from the second client, authenticate the first access token sent by the second client according to the first access token sent by the first OAuth server, and provide the first service resources to the second client for access after successful authentication;

the second client is configured to receive the first temporary credential from the first OAuth server and modify the identifier of the first client in the first temporary credential to be the identifier of the second client, send the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization, receive the first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, send the first authorization credential to the first OAuth server to exchange for a first access token, send the first access token to the first resources server for authentication, and access the resources provided by the first resources server after the successful authentication by the first resources server;

the second OAuth server is configured to receive the command for requesting temporary credential from the first client, return the second temporary credential to the first client according to the command, receive the second authorization credential from the first client, return the second access token to the first client and send the second access token to the second resources server as a basis of the authentication; and

the second resources server is configured to receive the second access token from the first client, authenticate the second access token sent by the first client according to the second access token sent by the second OAuth server, and provide second service resources to the first client for access after successful authentication.

5. The system of claim 3, wherein the command for requesting a temporary credential is carried by a temporary credential request packet defined by an OAuth protocol.

6. A client provided in a service provision subsystem, the service provision subsystem further comprising an OAuth (OAUTH) server and a resources server; the client comprising a memory storing programming instructions and a processor configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to perform steps comprising:

sending commands for requesting a temporary credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at a local side and an OAuth server of a service provision subsystem at another side, respectively, receiving a first temporary credential returned by the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the local side and a second temporary credential returned by the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the another side, respectively, and sending the first temporary credential to a client of the service provision subsystem at the another side;

sending the second temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization, receiving an authorization credential returned by the user terminal and sending the authorization credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the another side to exchange for an access token; and

sending the access token to a resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side for authentication, accessing resources provided by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side after successful authentication by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side.

7. A client provided in a service provision subsystem, the service provision subsystem further comprising an OAuth server and a resources server; the client comprising a memory storing programming instructions and a processor configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to perform steps comprising:

receiving a first temporary credential from an OAuth server of a service provision subsystem at another side, and modifying a client identifier of the service provision subsystem at the another side in the first temporary credential to be a client identifier of the service provision subsystem at a local side;

sending the modified first temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization, receiving a first authorization credential returned by the user terminal, and sending the first authorization credential to the OAuth server of the service provision subsystem at the another side to exchange for an access token; and

sending the first access token to a resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side for authentication, and accessing resources provided by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side after successful authentication by the resources server of the service provision subsystem at the another side.

8. A method for bidirectional authorization, comprising:

acquiring, by a first service provision subsystem, a first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and a second temporary credential of a second service provision subsystem, sending the second temporary credential to a user terminal for authorization and obtaining a second authorization credential, sending the second authorization credential to the second service provision subsystem to exchange for a second access token, acquiring resources in the second service provision subsystem according to the second access
token, and sending the first temporary credential to the second service provision subsystem for modification of an identifier; and

sending, by the second service provision subsystem, the modified first temporary credential to the user terminal for authorization and obtaining a first authorization credential, sending the first authorization credential to the first service provision subsystem to exchange for a first access token, and acquiring resources in the first service provision subsystem according to the first access token.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein, acquiring, by the first service provision subsystem, the first temporary credential of the first service provision subsystem and the second temporary credential of the second service provision subsystem comprises:

sending, by a first client of the first service provision subsystem, commands for requesting a temporary credential to a first OAuth server of the first service provision subsystem and a second OAuth server of the second service provision subsystem, respectively, and receiving the first and second temporary credentials respectively returned by the first and second OAuth servers.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein, the authorization for the first temporary credential comprises inputting a user name and a password of the first service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the first service provision subsystem; and

the authorization for the second temporary credential comprises inputting a user name and a password of the second service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the second service provision subsystem.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein, the authorization for the first temporary credential comprises inputting a user name and a password of the first service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the first service provision subsystem; and

the authorization for the second temporary credential comprises inputting a user name and a password of the second service provision subsystem, wherein the user name and the password are a user name and a password registered by the user terminal at the second service provision subsystem.